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ABSTRACT
The optimization of beam lines for particles extracted from accelerator facilities
requires the knowledge of beam parameters. A method for the measurement of
phase space and beam intensity distribution is represented. This method depends
on the setting of quadrupole lenses that allows the imaging of beam profiles at
arbitrary positions along the beam path on the same multi-wire proportional
chamber, where the intensity distribution can be evaluated. The necessary focusing
powers for a certain imaging task are calculated in a thin lens approximation. The
corresponding focusing power for thick quadrupole lenses are calculated using the
PC transport program. A comparison of the calculated focusing powers for thin
and thick lenses reveals deviations at the highest field strengths, due to saturation
effect. The position of the beam waist in normal and angular space is directly
calculated and visualized. The horizontal and vertical waist positions are found to
be rather independent of the beam energy. Extensive calculation was done to study
the effect of a reduced aperture on the maximum beam emittances a, and ä, of the
extracted particles. The main result shows that the maximum emittance passing
through depends on the waist distant and the diameter of the reduced aperture.

INTRODUCTION

The beam in an accelerator facility starts in an ion source and goes through several intermediate
stages prior to inject ions into the main accelerating structure. A set of optical elements is installed to
hold the beam to the experimental target area forming the beam line. The economic way for particle
beam transport is: the beam line is defined into individual sections, each has certain tasks. The first
section is used to match the accelerated beam parameters to following sections. In the following
sections the charged particle optics remains almost unchanged, i.e. the magnetic fields are scaled
according to the particle momentum. The task in the last section is to adjust the beam parameters to
the experiment requirements. Concisely, at both ends, the beam transport and adjustment have to take
into account the actual beam properties on one side and the experiment requirements on the other.

PHASE SPACE OF THE BEAM

The beam line components which are often installed are drifts, bending magnets, quadrupoles,
sextupoles, octupoles, solenoids, steering magnets and beam monitoring devices. For mono-energetic
particles with corresponding trajectories in one transverse plane, the phase space is normally
described by Twiss parameters method'1'2'. The Twiss parameters a, ß, y and beam emittance E
specify the beam phase ellipse at each position ( fig. 1.)
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Fig. 1 A two dimensional beam phase space ellipse. The area of the ellipse A is given
by: A = 7i XmaX 0 = n x 6max, and the equation of the ellipse is: yx2 + 2 a x 8 + ß92 = e.

An equivalent but slightly different method is used here starting from the simple laws of imaging by
a quadrupole lens which can be approximated by a thin lens. So it is often desirable to change the
focusing in either the horizontal or the vertical direction independently. Furthermore by this method
one gets additional and more detailed information on the intensity distribution in normal and angular
space, and the possibility to cross check the results. We Assume that in the first section, two
quadrupoles and steering magnets and beam monitoring are present.
Imaging method using thin lens approximation:

From light optics for a given distances g and b we have: -—h —= — , where g, b are object G and image B
g b f

distances in meter. Fig. 2a. Similarly in magnetic optics, —\- — = — = a— , where / = quadrupole lens
8 b f P

current [A], P = beam momentum [GeV/c]
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Fig 2a. Fig. 2.b, z = zq - g
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and a is the calibration constant of the thin lens [ ]. This calibration constant a, could be

m.A
determined by imaging the steerer (thin dipole) magnet at the multi-wire chamber fig. 2b. The focal
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length of the calibrated quadrupole is changed by setting the lens current / and the lens image
extension at a well defined beam position z along the beam line:

( 1 )

Using the TRANSPORT notation the lens strength of a thick lens can be calculated by:

/
k -sin(k .Lc/f)=a - , where * = (2) and

ri = radius of the lens aperture [m] , Bo = magnetic field in [kG] at radius n , P = beam momentum
[GeV/c], Lcff = the effective length of the lens and a, = the calibration constant of the thick lens

[ — ]. With the transport at imaging condition of the steerer by the quadrupole in fig. 2b at the
m-A

multi-wire chamber the magnetic field Bo at r, is calculated. Consequently using equation (2) k,, and
aq are determined.

Fig. 3.

Extensive calculations have been done for imaging by thin and thick quadrupole lenses. The imaging
of the thin steerer magnet at the multi wire chamber with two quadrupole lenses Ql 1 and Q12 (one
quadrupole focuses in the x-plane and the other in the y-plane) has been obtained using the thin lens
approximation Fig. 3. It shows that the thin lens approximation can be used with good accuracy along
a wide range, except at higher current of the quadrupoles where the saturation of the magnetic field
has to be taken into account. The imaging method is widely applicable at the COoler SYnchrotron
COSY. The measurements of the beam extensions in the extraction region by the imaging method at
three different momenta for the beam line of the time of flight spectrometer are shown in Fig. 4. Each
point of these curves corresponds to one setting of the quadrupole with its separate beam profile on
the Multi-wire chamber. The emittance is on the average 3 mm mrad, and the waist positions for the
three different momenta is almost the same.
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Fig. 4.

These curves in Fig. 4. also show the beam envelop along the z-axis, the beam extension in
horizontal and vertical planes and the minimum beam radius or the waist positions.

MAXIMUM EMITTACE TRANSPORT THROUGH AN APERTURE

If there is a mechanical aperture of diameter R and Lw is the distance of the waist from the middle of
the mechanical aperture to the imaging position (target). Assuming the waist in x- and y- planes place
at the same position ZH , the radius x of the beam can be described as<3):
x1 =x\+ (Z-Z, )2 -x, , If x = R , (Z - Z„) = L , , and the beam emittance at the waist

e - x , then £' =
K

R
This leads to the solutions: * „ , - T = , and

. R2

, at maximum emittance £ ,

R

- = 0 ;

v2 -
; This gives the emittance :

. The main result is that the beam extensions at the starting waist

x» and y» are independently from the waist position. So experimentally it is listed to transport waist
to waist on the target, one need to establish a waist position at a distance 2 L». This waist also can be
imaged by the quadrupoles onto the target. Furthermore the maximum emittance that can be
transported through an aperture of radius R is equal to 2R/L», and the beam extension is limited to
R/V2
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